Investigation of mutual coupling effects in conventional and fractal capacitive coupled suspended RMSAs
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Abstract: An array of coplanar capacitive coupled suspended microstrip antenna has been investigated to study the mutual coupling effect between its elements. Also, the work is extended to study the mutual coupling effect in Koch shaped coplanar capacitive coupled suspended fractal microstrip antenna. From the investigations it is observed that less coupling effect occurs between the elements in fractal array. This study reveals the use of fractal geometries in place of conventional (regular) shapes because of their numerous advantages like self similarity property, ability to excite multiple resonant modes etc. Antenna arrays are simulated using IE3D software from Zeland which is based on Method of Moments (MoM).
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1. Introduction

Due to a dynamic advancement in wireless communication industry, modern antenna components are required to have compact size, small weight, low profile, and low cost of the production [1-3]. Based on the simplicity of design and circuit implementation as well as their ability to integrate with RF devices easily, conventional microstrip patch antennas are found to be extremely useful in many wireless communication applications [4,5].

However, microstrip antennas exhibit the drawback of poor bandwidth and gain in their conventional form. There are several researches reported in literature to improve the bandwidth [6-17]. It is well known that to increase the gain of microstrip antenna, multiple elements are used. However, the spacing between the elements plays important role in calculating the area required and mutual coupling effect between the elements.

It is necessary that efficient miniaturization of RF/microwave antenna circuit is expected from novel mobile devices with adequate radiating properties; the solution of this limitation can be reached by means of fractal geometry. Fractal geometry occupy less space and produces same radiation patterns and input impedance as conventional geometry.

However, such radiators suffer from narrow bandwidth and insufficient radiation pattern control [6]. In order to overcome this limitation, a new antenna array is designed which allow us to achieve a modified radiation patterns as well as broadband or multiband characteristics that would finally increased the efficiency[7-10].

On the other hand, mutual coupling adversely affects the feeding voltages of the array elements, typically raising the level of the back radiation and filling in the nulls of the antenna pattern [11].

This problem can be managed by using smaller array elements, which would maintain inter-element spacing while increasing the physical gap between elements. In this paper, mutual coupling effect between the array elements is presented for conventional and fractal elements. The microstrip patch, fractal patch and array are designed and optimized. Section 2 presents the basic geometries and microstrip fractal patch with their working. Simulation results and antenna array with mutual coupling have been presented in Section 3 followed by conclusions in Section 4.

2. Antenna Geometry

In this section geometry description of basic element is given. The basic geometries considered are conventional coplanar capacitive coupled probe fed suspended microstrip antenna and its fractal shape.
2.1. Conventional Patch

The microstrip geometry in its conventional form has limited bandwidth (~2-3%), which is inadequate for handling the high data traffic. To handle high data rates many broad banding techniques have been proposed by several researchers [10-17]. Among these a single layer coplanar capacitively coupled probe fed offers an impedance bandwidth of about 50%. The geometry of this antenna is shown in Figure 1. The optimized dimensions of the geometry are presented in Table 1 [13].

Table 1. Optimized dimensions for capacitively coupled probe fed suspended patch antenna [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of the radiator patch (L)</td>
<td>15.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of the radiator patch (W)</td>
<td>16.4mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the feed strip (s)</td>
<td>3.7mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of the feed strip (t)</td>
<td>1.2mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of feed strip from the patch (d)</td>
<td>0.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap between substrates (g)</td>
<td>6.0mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative dielectric constant (εr)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Coplanar capacitively coupled probe fed suspended microstrip antenna (a) Top view (b) Cross-sectional view [12].

As reported in [13], this geometry offers an impedance bandwidth of about 50% with good gain and patterns throughout the band of operation.

2.2. Fractal Antenna Geometry

To reduce the size of planner antenna, number of methods have been developed and reported [14-19]. It may be noted that the defects in the patch metallization lead to noticeable radiator miniaturization [14]. However, one can observe that such a technique decreases antenna resonant frequency, so antenna optimization is necessary. An alternative method of antenna size reduction is reported in [15] based on introducing a lumped element between the ground plane and signal line.

However, it is important to emphasize that such a solution adds complexity to the circuit. An integrating approach to antenna miniaturization involves the utilization of meta materials [16, 17]. However, the use of artificial materials leads to certain fabrication problems and the design process becomes complex. One of the solutions to above limitations can be reached by means of fractal curves. It has been reported in [18, 19] that the application of space filling fractal curves enables us to achieve considerable miniaturization and also wideband and multi band properties.

Figure 2 shows examples of fractal geometries proposed by Koch (1904) and Sierpinski (1916).

Fractal has interesting properties like self-similar and space filling by iterating certain simple geometry, due to this they are use in many applications.

In this work we use the geometry presented in Figure 1 for the design of fractal antenna. This conventional antenna is treated as the base for the comparison in terms of size reduction.

Next, the structure is modified by the addition of multiple V-grooves along the length and width in three steps, which corresponds to the three iterations of the fractal generation. The addition of the groove is based upon the “Koch curve”. The middle part is replaced by two straight lines meeting at 60° angles (a bent) and they fit into the original gap in an equilateral triangular fashion as shown in the Figure 3.

Thus the dimension of each newly generated straight line is now one third of the original straight line and when each side of the square is stretched out, length increases by one third of the original length. The iterative process of dividing a straight line into three equal segments and replacing the middle by a bent curve is continued. In the true fractal, this process is repeated for infinite number of times. In the present work, three iterations are considered and the fractal patch obtained from this technique is shown in the Figure 4.
It is well known that microstrip antennas are good candidates for size reduction, as large electrical length can be fitted into the small physical volume. However, to make the antenna resonate at a particular frequency the useful range of size reduction lies only up to third iterations. Maximum size reduction results after first iteration only. Subsequent iterations result in decrease in percentage of size reduction such as only 5% or less than this is obtained after third iteration [7]. Therefore, one can limit the iterations up to third iterations only. Going for the higher iteration adds mostly the small edges, which is practically not useful in increasing the electrical length.

3. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section two elements conventional and fractal elements arrays have been investigated to observe the coupling between the elements. All simulations have been carried out from Zeland’s IE3D which is MoM based electromagnetic software. Distance between the array elements has been varied and optimized.

3.1. Design of Two Elements Array and Effect of Mutual Coupling

It is well known that arranging antenna elements in a predefined manner (array) can boost the performance of the radiating system like increasing the directive gain and reducing the beam width. However, the spacing between the elements plays a crucial role. Large spacing offers the enhanced gain at the expense of increased overall size and side lobes. The side lobes start appearing and become significant when spacing between the elements increases over one wavelength. Also, in applications where size is the prime constraint, increasing the spacing between the elements may not be feasible. On the other hand if the spacing is kept low results in the mutual coupling between the elements and thus disturbs the radiation characteristics and also reduces the gain of the antenna. Hence, in this work an effort has been made to find the optimum spacing between the elements of the proposed geometry and also the same is demonstrated for the two elements array with fractal geometry. Following paragraph explains the effect of mutual coupling in conventional as well as fractal arrays.

![Figure 7. Two elements microstrip array placed 0.9λg apart (a) Conventional array (b) Fractal array.](image)
4. Conclusions

The fractal geometry of coplanar capacitively coupled probe fed microstrip antenna is presented. The size of antenna is reduced by increasing order of iteration. The fractal geometry offers similar performance as that of conventional patch. The effect of mutual coupling between the array elements has been presented for regular as well as fractal geometries. Fractal patches array exhibits less coupling effect between the elements with slightly increased gain. The increase in the gain is due to reduction in mutual coupling. Hence, fractal elements of capacitive coupled geometry may be used for the design of array to improve the overall performance of the antenna.
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